The points of nondifferentiability of the Cantor ternary function are characterized in terms of the spacing of O's and 2's in ternary expansions. One consequence is an illustration of Morse's intermediate-value theorem for Dini dérivâtes.
1. The characterization. Let 0 be the Cantor ternary function, T the Cantor ternary set (see, e.g., [3, p. 213] ). In view of the fact that 0 does all of its "climbing" on T, a nowhere dense set of measure zero, and because of the symmetry of its construction, one might think that both onesided derivatives exist everywhere on [0, 1] as + co or 0. A type of intermediate-value theorem by A. Morse [2] shows that this is not the case. In fact [2, p. 130] , for each X^.0, {x:d+(x)=X} has the power of the continuum. On the other hand, it is easy to show that the upper dérivâtes are always +oo or 0. Also [6, p. 278 ], since 0 satisfies Banach's (Tt) condition, the set 6(N*) has measure zero where N* is the set of points at which 0 fails to have a derivative, finite or infinite. In other words, 6'(t)= + 00 at most points tofT in the sense of measure (the measure on T induced by 0). Finally, it follows from Morse's work [2, p. 128 ] that 0(Z) is residual in [0, 1] where Z is the set of points at which the lower dérivâtes vanish. Consequently, 0_(r)=O=0+(r) at most points t of T in the sense of category.
The following theorem (i) characterizes the points t of T at which 0'(O= + °°> (") characterizes the points t of Tat which 0_(r)=O=0+(f), (iii) leads to a concrete illustration of Morse's theorem, (iv) gives a clear picture of the smallness of 6(N*), and (v) leads to some interesting questions of a more general nature. A straightforward calculation shows that
and, by elementary estimates, where q=z(n+l)-z(n). These inequalities imply that A_lim inf QnS.2X (Proof. Let 0<£<1. Then ß"=(l-e)32<n)/2z(n+1> if q>t-x and Q,> (3+31/£)_1(3/2)2<n+1) if q<e-\ Therefore, lim inf Qn^(l-e)?. and by the arbitrariness of e, A_ lim inf Qn. The other inequality is obvious.) Hence, by (1), X<8+{t)<Zl. Also, it is clear from (2) that if z(n+l)-z(n)^cc, then 6+(t)=X The second statement of the theorem is proved in a similar way. The following two corollaries are immediate. For the general theory of normal numbers, see [5] . It is known [5, p. 103] that the set of numbers which are not simply normal to base 2 (indeed, a considerably larger class) has measure zero. We will use this fact to show that 6(N*) has measure zero. Let x=0(t) where t is a point of J which is not an endpoint of a complementary interval, and suppose d'(t)j¿ + ao. where !=log 3/log 2. Hence, {z(n)} has a subsequence {z(nk)} such that z(nk+{)-z(nk)^\z(nk). Thus x cannot be simply normal to base 2. We have proved the following result. 2. An illustration of Morse's theorem. Actually we illustrate a property more general than that considered by Morse : Theorem 2. For each /¿^O and X^.0, the set TßX = {te T:0_(t) = fi and 6+(t) = X} has the power of the continuum.
Proof.
Let /u0=logiu/log2, ¿0=Iog A/log 2. Let {an} and {bn} be increasing sequences of positive integers such that a2nl-b2n-+X0 and a2n+ií-e2n+i-^Ato where |=log3/log2.
We may assume that an<bn, (2) of its proof that r=2 'm/^"1 £ Tßi. Moreover, since there are at least two choices for each Pn, the set of all such t has the cardinality of the continuum.
3. Unsolved problems. A natural question to ask is : Does there exist an increasing sequence {z(n)} of positive integers suchthat lim 3z<">/2*(n+1) = 1 (say)? More generally, for which numbers £ and r¡ does there exist an increasing sequence {z(n)} of positive integers such that
The problem is reminiscent of Diophantine approximation problems [4] but the literature does not seem to deal with this particular brand of "continued fractions". The classical theory of continued fractions shows that solutions exist. For example [1, p. 163] , if S=h(i+y/5) and r¡=0, then the sequence of Fibonacci numbers is a solution.
A second problem arises from Theorem 2: Does Morse's theorem generalize ? That is, if/is continuous, {x:f_(x)^fi and/+(x)_A} is dense, and {x:f_(x)>p and f+(x)>X} is nonempty, then is it true that {x:fi-(x)=p, and/+(x)=A} has the cardinality of the continuum? A modification of the category argument used by Morse gives an affirmative answer when A=,u, but apparently different methods are needed to handle the general case.
